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The Breeding of The Dragons of Breeding is a feature that allows the player to mate two owned dragons (minimum level 4 each) to create dragon eggs from different breeding dragons. This is done in one of the breeding structures and allows players to get dragon eggs without spending gold or gems. The game randomly
selects the resulting egg from the features available with the chosen parent pairing. After a predetermined breeding time, the egg can be placed in The Hatchery. After a predetermined hatching time a new dragon can be placed in a habitat, kindergarten, or Dragonarium. Other breeding goals are: Increase the production
of gold To acquire the best dragons to fight Full Dragon Book Collections and get related rewards to earn income and experience by selling hatched dragons. The contents of the Gen IGen IIGen IIGen IIGen IVGen IVGen EX Process 1Process 2Process 3Process 4FactsExample Breeding System is similar to the
Pokemon-like system. The gen (eration) classification of each dragon is a DCW-made device to help players determine the probability of breeding this dragon. Credits -- andbad. On July 26, 2013 (LaW update) the breeding system was changed. Pure Dragon is now a rudimentary dragon, and it can be bought in the
Store. Due to the change in Pure status, he and Pure Hybrids are now very easy to reproduce. Sometime in mid-2013, Deus Vault was removed from the store. Many of the dragons from The Deus Vault are now breeding, and are now classified as breeding exclusives. At approximately 6:30 a.m., September 23, 2012, on
Tuesday, an official update on Dragon City's Facebook page showed that Rarity Boost increases the chances of getting a rare, legend or pure dragon by 50%. The probability of receiving Pure has since (laW update) changed. Breeding times have changed. Previously, breeding time was calculated as the total breeding
time of parents. Currently, the breeding time of most dragons is equal to the time of the hatch. To determine the outcome of your breeding combination, refer to the breeding/hatching time on the Breeding/Review page and the appearance of the egg on the Egg page. Dragon CityDeveloper (s)SocialpointPublisher
(s)SocialpointPlatform (s)Facebook, iOS, Android ReleaseFacebook May 1, 2012iOSMarch 21, 2013AndroidJuly 3, 2013Genre (s)Social network gameMode (s)Single-player, multiplayer Dragon City - a free game of the social network, developed and published by Socialpoint. It was released on Facebook on May 8,
2012, iOS on March 21, 2013 and Android on July 3, 2013. In August 2013, the game was also released on Intel Atom tablets for Android. Dragon City's gameplay follows the players to raise their dragons and create a city full of on floating islands. Gold produced by dragons, which can be used to buy and modernize
buildings and (Habitats can also be upgraded with elementary tokens at later levels). Farms exchange gold for food (they look like tomatoes) that can be used to align the dragons that develop them, improve strength (health and power) depending on the rarity of the dragon, and increase gold production. Breeding allows
two levels 4 and above dragons to produce a hybrid dragon or legendary dragon. Gems are a premium currency that can be collected through in-app purchases; and other tasks for collecting gems. Arenas, leagues and quests are different types of battles where one of the player's three dragons fights one of the
opponent's three dragons. When in combat, dragons may have the ability to cause severe damage (but can also have weak or no damage, as well as normal damage), depending on the elements of the dragon. Leagues allow the use of any combination of dragons, including only one or two, assuming they have reached
at least level 4. In addition, Arenas and quests may have additional requirements, such as items or rarities. Once the player has reached player level 27, the ancient world appears, which is an area of the game where gold can be exchanged for crystals (ruby, sapphire, topaz, emerald, onyx, diamond) that can be
collected from mines that can be used to call ancient dragons. The craft station was used to make crystals equivalent to the current crystal with numerous untreated crystals and previously created platinum crystals. Platinum is generated by ancient dragons just as ordinary dragons generate gold. From October 2020,
1,393 dragons comprise the main elements of the dragon Terra, Flame, Sea, Nature, Electric, Ice, Metal, Dark, Light, War, Pure, Legendary, Primary, and Wind, while the ancient elements of the dragon Are Beauty, Chaos, Magic, Dream, Soul, and Happy; There are nine dragon-keepers (one tower on the island for
islands from 1 to 9) used to enhance aspects of the entire game; and there are 18 ancient dragons in the Ancient World. In December 2012, The Next Web announced that Dragon City was ranked 2nd in 25 Facebook games with the highest rating this year. Notes and b c Dragon City previously could also be associated
with Facebook, giving players the Reward of Dragon Elements and 10 Gems, as well as keeping their progress. However, the Facebook version is currently closed. Inquiries - Scott Rayburn (May 30, 2013). Social media star Andres Boo on Dragon City's mobile phone success, sticking to Facebook's platform and plans
for 2013. Insidemobileapps.com archive from the original on December 21, 2014. Received on June 4, 2015. How we made Dragon City Mobile. Social point. June 4, 2015. Dragon City Game by Social Point reaches the widest user base, but through optimization for Intel® Atom™ Android tablet - Yahoo Finance.
Finance.yahoo.com August 4, 2014. Received on June 4, 2015. Robin Wouters Wouters December 2012). Facebook presents the best rating games of 2012. Thenextweb.com. received on June 4, 2015. External Links Official website extracted from I'm going to give you the amount of food that you need to get your
dragons to level 30. GRAND TOTAL: 4,204,601 Food PER Dragon at level 30. Food Farm Guide There are 3 food farms you can build in this game. More in Dragon City, wrestling is one of the few ways to get gems without having to pay real money. There are first of all 2 ways you can fight in Dragon City. 1. Battle at
Dragon Stadium Build Dragon Stadium (Requires 3 friends to open)... More DC Breeding Sanctuary is a new feature added to the Social Point. There is primarily 5 levels of different dragons you can unlock for breeding. You'll need gems though. You'll need 25 gems to unlock the Level 1 sanctuary for breeding. It's only
available after you... More Dragon City Guide Elements (en) Habitat Gold Food Food Experience Experience Gems Buildings Expansion Breeding Chart Welcome to Dragon City Guide! I will give you information about the game. Elements There... Below is information for the habitat for each item. Terra Habitat Price: 100
XP: 100 Dragons: 2 Max Gold: 500 Build Time: 10 Seconds Renewed Terra Habitat Price: 25000 XP: 2500 Dragons: 4 Max Gold: 10,000 Build Time: 30 Seconds Flame Habitat Price: 150 XP: 230 Dragons: 2... More Dragon City Weakness Chart tells you which element is weak, against which when defending. The first
element of the dragon will tell you that it is a weakness. For example, the sea/nature dragon Nenufar has the sea as it is the first element. So it will take double damage when ... What's more, the creators of Dragon City a.k.a. Social Point gave us some new interesting updates about the game. Look below at what they
are planning. Looks like we have some fun times ahead of us! Hello, Dragon Masters! 2018 will be an unforgettable year for... Few more games have come across the popularity that Dragon City enjoys. However, there are a few other games out there that are just as fun as this popular game. If you think breeding
dragons and using them to fight other dragons while playing Dragon City is fun, then you should... More just like DC, the breeding process is about the same, but with some key differences: Perks (%rare chance) will increase your chances of getting rare Dragon Dragons World Dragons Dragons Dragons dragons with 4
elements of the main dragon opposite elements in this game: Fire/Water Earth/Air Nature/ Light / Twilight ... Read more For a quick guide to dragon breeding in Dragon City. Find out the various cute little dragons you can get. Terra Dragon List Terra Dragon Combinations Click on the Dragon Images to go to the full
dragon information page. TerraFluim... More Here's a brief combination combination about breeding dragons in Dragon City. Find out the various cute little dragons you can get. Terra Dragon List Terra Dragon Combinations Click on the Dragon Images to go to the full dragon information page. TerraFlameFlaming
RockVolcanoTerraSeaWaterfallMudTerraNatureAlCactusTerraElectricStarChameleonTerraIceSnowflakeAlpineTerraDarkHedgehogVenom Please note that you can't breed Terra and Dark together for the Dragon Armadillo. Get Terra Combinations Images. Flame Dragon Dragon Combinations Click on the images of the
dragon to go to the full page of the dragon information. FlameTerraFlaming RockVolcanoFlameSeaBlizzardFlameNFireaturebirdSpicyFlameElectricHot MetalLaserFlameMetalMedalMedalSteampUnkFlameDarkVampireDark Fire Notice that breeding flames and ice to get Cool Fire Dragon is not possible here. Get Flame
Combinations Images. Sea Dragon Sea Dragon Combinations Click on the images of the dragon to go to the full page of the dragon information. SeaTerraMudWaterfallSeaFlblizzardSeaIceIce CubeIce CreamSeaMetalMercurySeaDarkPetroleumPirate Get a Sea dragon Combination image. Nature Dragon Nature Dragon
Combinations Click on the images of the dragon to go to the full page of the dragon information. NatureTerraTropicalCactusNatureFlameSpicyFirebirdNatureIceDandelionMojitoNatureMetalDragonflyJade You can't breed Electric and Nature directly to get Gummy Dragon. Get Nature Dragon Combination Images. Electric
Dragon Electric Dragon Combinations Click on the images of the dragon to go to the full page of the dragon information. ElectricTerraStarChameleonElectricFlameLaserHot MetalElectricMetalBatteryGoldElectricDarkNeon Please note that electricity and nature cannot be a breed. Get Electric Dragon Combinations
Images. Ice Dragon Ice Dragon Combinations Click on dragon images to go to the full dragon information page. IceTerraSnowflakeAlpineIceIceIceIceIceIceIceIceDandelionMojitoIceMetalPlatinumPeararlIceDarkPenguin Ice and Fire cannot be propagated directly to get Fire Cool Dragon. Get an image of a combination of
an ice dragon. Metal Dragon Metal Dragon Combinations Click on the images of the dragon to go to the full page of the dragon information. MetalFlameievMedalSteampunkMetalSeaMercurySeashellMetalNatureJadeDragonflyMetalElectricBatteryGoldMetalIcePlatinumPearlMetalDark'mbie Metal and Terra can not be the
breed to get Armadillo Dragon. Get Metal Dragon Combinations Images. Dark Dragon Dark Dragon combination Click on the images of the dragon to go to the full page of the information dragon. DarkTerraHedgehogVenomDarkFlameDark
FireVampireDarkSeaPetroleumPirateDarkElecticNeonDarkIcePenguinDarkMetal'oombie Get Dragon Combinations Images. Rare Hybrid Dragons rare hybrid dragons above combinations that I would use to get rare hybrids. Firebird (Flame Nature) - Star (Terra Electric) - Gammy the Middle Ages (Flame Metal) - Alpine
(Terra Ice) - Armadillo or Cool Fire or Red Woods Football - Petroleum will give you a chance at Leviathan. There are other combinations. Any war war and the marine hybrid will also produce the same result. Poo is no longer a rare hybrid and is actually an exclusive dragon. The oil and pirate dragon are now regular
hybrids after the Light/War update in July 2013. Photon (Light-Electric) - Rattlesnake (Nature - Dark) - Fallen Angel there are also many other combinations that will give you rare hybrids. Legendary Dragons These dragons are extremely powerful and useful in dragon city battles. With the July 2013 Light/War update,
you will need to breed clean or clean hybrids together to get the legendary dragons a chance. For example: Pure Pure Flame Pure Ice - Pure Dark Pure Terra - Pure Metal Pure Electric - Pure Nature New Breeding Time for Legendary Dragons 2 days and 6 hours. Pure Dragons Breeding Pure Dragons They can be a
breed using any of the 4 legendary dragons. You can mix similar as well. Any of these combos are good: Mirror - Mirror - Pure Legendary - Crystal - Pure, To get clean items, just use the Dragons Of Generation 1 and breed it with Pure Unicorn, get the appropriate items. PureTerraPure TerraPureFlamePure
FlamePureSeaPure SeaPureNaturePure NaturePureElectricPure ElectricPureIcePure IcePureMetalPurePure MetalPureDarkPure Dark Pure Dark Dark is the only one that has 2 heads. Pretty cool! Exclusive Dragons is the newest band that is released by Social Point. People complained that they couldn't complete their
collection of dragons. Please note that you have to breed dragons with level requirements for a chance to get them. Use any legendary (Droconos, Wind, Nairobi, Legendary, Mirror or Crystal) and a rare hybrid with the required levels to get exclusives. Level 10 Exclusives (Parents should be level 10 or higher): Any
legendary - Armadillo - Sky or Plankton Any Legendary - Cool Fire - Great White Any Legendary - Gammy - SeaHorse - Paradise Level 15 Exclusives (Parents Should Be Level 15 or Above): Any Legendary - Armadillo - Deep Forest or Bat Any Legendary Cool Fire - Music or Carnival Any Legendary - Emerald Any
Legendary - Football - Ruby or Fossil Level 20 Exclusives (Parents must be level 20 or above): Any Legendary Coolfire Angry or Diamond Any Legendary Armadillo Lava or Poo Light Dragons Light Dragon Combined List Click on the Dragon Image to go to the full page of the dragon.
ArchangelTerraJusticeArchangelFlameSunArchangelSeaLuminsicentArchangelNatureGaiaArchangelElectricPhotonArchangelIceCold StarArchangelMetalRainbowArchangelElfic Light Dragon cannot reproduce directly with the Dark. Get an image of a combination of light dragons. War Dragon War Dragon Combination
List to images of the dragon to go to the full page of the information dragon. WarTerraColossalWarraflameJuggernautWarNatureRed WoodsWarlectricTeslaWarNightwindMetalPanalWarDarkDark StoneWarArchangelElfic War Dragon cannot breed directly with the sea. There are other other But these are the easiest
ones to get. Good luck breeding! If you need help, feel free to let me know by commenting below! Get War Dragon Combinations Images. Sanctuary Breeding Sanctuary breeding combinations will be turned into photos soon. Level 1 Oil (Water - Dark) - Medieval (Fire - Metal) - Dark Red (Flame - Dark) Dark - Dark -
Wizard (Terra - Dark) Metal - Dark - Ninja (Metal - Nature) Flame (Fire - Dark) (Sea - Ice) - Par (Flame - Sea-Ice) War (Heurra) Football (Flame) - Ice (Flame) Ice - Dark) - Apocalypse (Flame - Ice - Light) Level 4 Medieval (Flame - Metal) - Mud (Terra - Sea) - Blue (Sea - Flame - Metal) Ice (Electric - Dark) - Prometheus
(Light - Dark - Nature - Electric) Dark) Medieval (Flame - Metal) Ice and Flame) Opposite elements below are a quick diagram of opposing elements that cannot be deduced directly. For those who also play Monster Legends, I also made a guide to breeding for it. This is.
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